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Goals 
 Develop explicit and readily accessible policies on specifying and     

acknowledging use and reuse  of our telescope data, data  products, 

and archival datasets. 

 Improve efficiency, completeness, and accuracy of publications     

tracking  procedures and telescope bibliographies. 

 Link our publications data with our proposal data.  

 Ensure that NOAO data policies are consistent with (or ahead of) 

other observatories and data archives/centers and reflect proper    

ethical standards for data use and citation. 

 

 

Challenges 

Publications Tracking Program   

Complex program, with publications citing data from multiple 

 sites (KPNO and CTIO) 

 telescopes and instruments        

 survey programs 

 data products and services  

Literature Search and Analysis Process 

 Multiple keywords necessary because of program scope and variant designations 

 High number of false positives and need for analysis 

 Time-consuming documentation of many parameters relating to use of our data 

 Incomplete documentation in some publications  

Data Rights 

 Use of NOAO archival datasets becoming even more widespread and important 

for scientific discovery and follow-up, making proper acknowledgment complex. 

 Policies on standards of professional ethics and conduct with respect to data     

usage are not always known and adhered to. 

Expanded Data Products and Services 

 Revised policies are needed to reflect our expansion into open-access digital      

science platforms and services (e.g., Data Lab, ANTARES). 

 

Developing Policies & Procedures for Usage, Acknowledgment, & Citation of Data 

Sharon E. Hunt (Librarian & Citation Analyst) and Dara J. Norman (Deputy Associate Director, Community Science & Data Center)  

NOAO proposal web page (left), Science Data Archive at NOAO web page (right top), and citation from online telescope bibliography (right bottom). The NOAO Prop. ID was 

listed in the acknowledgments section of this publication. The  citation is linked to the ADS entry and the NOAO Prop. ID proposal web page.   

Facilitate access to guidelines and policies 

The NOAO Library acknowledgments webpage  

 serves as centralized repository for policies and procedures; 

 contains acknowledgments statements specific to particular telescopes, programs,  

 and data products and services 

 provides explicit guidance to authors on our expectations relating to use of NOAO 

data and their responsibilities as users of this data 

 links all appropriate web pages (e.g., Science Data Archive at NOAO; proposals; 

publications listings) 

Request use of NOAO Prop. ID in acknowledgments section 

This unique identifier  

 offers a mechanism to streamline and enhance literature      

searching and analysis process   

 provides details on investigators, dates, telescopes, and              

instruments  

 negates the necessity of individually capturing specifics of data 

usage from a  publication  

 supplies more information on the data used than may be           

explicitly mentioned in a publication 

 ties data to specific investigators 

 will be attached to any re-use of data from a publication 

 

Link proposals and data to publications   

 NOAO Prop. ID is link between proposals database, Science Data       

Archive at NOAO,  and publications database. 

 Prop. ID in telescope bibliography makes investigator contribution     

explicit. 

 Individuals can click on NOAO Prop. ID link in citation to view        

proposal.  

Assess and update statements 

 Review policies of other observatories and data archives/centers regularly. 

 Revise and add statements for new data products and services as needed. 

 Propose modifications and updates to suggestions for responsible use of         

archival data, possibly including acknowledgment of original PI, for review 

by relevant managers. 

We are evaluating and updating our policies regarding usage, acknowledgment, 

and citation of our data and data products to  

 provide guidance to users 

 streamline publication tracking procedures  

 ensure the quality of our telescope bibliographies 

 develop and adhere to standards of professional ethics relating to data usage 

A high-quality telescope bibliography is an essential tool for reporting to   

funding agencies, developing programs, and determining scientific              

contributions and impact.  

The proper and ethical usage, acknowledgment, and citation of our data and 

data products are vital to the scientific integrity of our work and important for 

the accurate recognition of contributors to that work. 

 


